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ROAD AND MINERAL TECHNOLOGIES

Wirtgen Group, the technology leader in road construction and 
mineral processing with the market leading brands Wirtgen, Vögele, 
Hamm and Kleemann. Four brands – One technology leader. 
Experience it at CONEXPO 2014.

CONEXPO 2014 
Las Vegas Convention Center · Central Hall · Booth No. 51021
March 4-8, 2014 · Tuesday - Friday: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
www.wirtgenamerica.com

FOUR OF A KIND:
THE WIRTGEN GROUP
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For years, our customers have asked “When will we see 
Vögele’s new material transfer vehicle?” They will have their 
chance at Conexpo-Con/Agg 2014, where the new Vision MT 
3000-2i Power Feeder for North America will be on display. 

Customers also asked, “When will Hamm’s exclusive Oscil-
lation compaction be available on smaller  compactors?” Their 
wait is over as the new Compact Line HD 12 VO features both 
Oscillation and vibration compaction for the first time in a down-
sized roller.

The creativity of Wirtgen Group engineers astonishes all of 
us. That innovation will be conspicuously on display as we exhibit 
Hamm’s new H 25i VC, a single-drum vibrating compactor outfitted 
with specially designed teeth that will break concrete more effec-
tively than special-purpose guillotine, “finger” or ultrasonic concrete 
breakers. With minimal re-engineering a Hamm H i-series soil com-
pactor that’s been adapted to concrete pavement demolition sud-
denly may make existing concrete breakers obsolete.

Wirtgen’s largest cold mill, the new Tier 4 interim-compliant 
W 250i – showcased in this issue’s article on Stewart Interna-
tional Airport in the Hudson River Valley – is sure to be a crowd-
pleaser. But It will be accompanied by the very special W 200 Hi, 
a prototype innovative cold mill with hydraulic drum drive instead 
of conventional belt drive.

Read about our lineup of new equipment at Conexpo in an 
article on pp 30-33. But even as we introduce these new models, 
we are wrapping up another expansion of our headquarters build-
ing, this time focusing on customer service. We are expanding our 
space devoted to product support, permitting consolidation of 
support staff, enhancing staff interaction, and boosting efficien-
cies, all to better support our customers and dealers.

We sincerely invite you to visit us at Conexpo-Con/Agg 
2014 and learn more about us, and see how our products and 
services are enabling us to stay “Close to Our Customers” while 
helping them enhance productivity and profits.

O
nce every three years the entire North American con-
struction industry gravitates to Las Vegas for the big-
gest show of the year, Conexpo-Con/Agg. And at 
Conexpo next year, the construction industry will 

gravitate to Wirtgen America’s stand to see the most advanced 
construction equipment in the world.

As you may know, Wirtgen America Inc. sells the world’s 
most technologically superior lines of asphalt reclaiming/recycling, 
concrete slipform, and surface mining equipment from Wirtgen, 
asphalt and soil compactors from Hamm, asphalt pavers from 
Vögele, and construction materials processing equipment from 
Kleemann.

Now, Conexpo-Con/Agg 2014 in Las Vegas March 4-8 will 
give North American contractor and government agency custom-
ers a once-every-three-years opportunity to see the road building 
and preservation equipment that is setting the pace for the rest of 
the industry for years to come. We hope you will be among them.

That’s because Conexpo-Con/Agg 2014 will allow a hands-
on view of a comprehensive range of nearly all-new products from 
Wirtgen Road Technologies and Wirtgen Mineral Technologies 
divsions, and their four product nameplates. We will exhibit 41 
machine models – most of them new i-series products – at Con-
expo-Con/Agg 2014, representing roughly a third of all products 
marketed by Wirtgen Group. That’s up from 36 machines displayed 
at Conexpo-Con/Agg 2011.

At our 39,600-sq. ft. stand No. 51021 in the Central Hall of 
the Las Vegas Convention Center we will showcase the most pro-
ductive, environmentally friendly machines available via our new 
Tier 4 interim-compliant equipment featuring intelligent technol-
ogy, designated “i-series” models. But the “i” doesn’t stand for 
“interim”, but for “intelligent”, because they were designed with 
high-productivity intelligent attributes built-in.

Of note will be the big new Super 2100-3i with AB 600 TP2 
Plus screed, successor to the Super 2100-2. Demonstrating our 
cold in-place recycling leadership, it will be displayed being fed 
by a Wirtgen 3800 CR recycler.

See Wirtgen Group’s advanced
technology at Conexpo-Con/Agg

James P. McEvoy
President / CEO
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Kleemann jump-starts 
Arizona RCA production

On the cover:  Intercounty Paving 
rebuilds runways at Stewart 
International Airport, Newburgh, N.Y.

In Kansas, fast start 
for Vision 5200-2

Fleet of 16 cold mills prep 
Bay Bridge approaches

22
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06 Milling marathon
 Just before Labor Day Weekend 2013, a fleet of 16 Wirtgen 

cold mills – including the new W 210 – hustled night and day 
to prepare the east- and west-side approaches to the new 
Bay Bridge East Span for asphalt paving.

12 advantage: autoPilot!
 A western Pennsylvania contractor is using one of the first 

Wirtgen AutoPilot systems in North America to save time and 
money placing curbs and curb islands in parking lots

16 sky’s the limit
 After a major airfield rehabilitation and terminal expansion 

through 2015, the sky will be the limit for Stewart 
International Airport north of New York City and the airfield 
contractor doing the work.

22 Vision paver wins awards
 Last season, a Vögele Vision 5200-2 paver owned by the 

APAC Shears division, Salina Branch in central Kansas 
helped its owner win multiple performance awards only 
weeks after being acquired.

24 concrete solution
 A new mobile impact crusher with self-contained screen from 

Kleemann is enabling an Arizona contractor to leverage his 
demolition concrete and reclaimed asphalt pavement into a 
saleable product.

28 ‘In-place’ in-depth
 Nearly 100 stakeholders in the pavement preservation 

community enjoyed the Midwestern States Regional In-Place 
Recycling Conference held in suburban Chicago.
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AutoPilot speeds placement of 
parking lot ‘islands’

eXhIBItIons + eVents
30 the ‘i’s’ have it

New Tier 4 interim-compliant equipment from Wirtgen Group 
featuring intelligent technology – designated “i-series” 
models – will dominate the 41-machine exhibit at Conexpo-
Con/Agg in Las Vegas March 4-8, 2014.

34 Wirtgen america news
Annual Wirtgen America Golf Classic shatters record, World 
of Concrete 2014 preview, Conexpo-Con/Agg 2014 preview, 
Employee Anniversaries

PUBlISHeR’S DeTaIlS
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communications, please contact Bruce Monical, Director of Marketing, 
Wirtgen America Inc., 6030 Dana Way, Antioch, TN 37013, phone: (615) 
501-0600, fax: (615) 501-0691, e-mail: bmonical@wirtgenamerica.com. 
Concept, photography and copy by ExpresswaysOnline.com, 
Lincolnshire, Ill., http://www.expresswaysonline.com/.
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Two Wirtgen W 2000 cold mills and a W 210 with 
exclusive Vacuum Cutter System (VCS) mill new 
Bay Bridge East Span toll plaza apron
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WIRTGEN: RECONNECTING THE BAY BRIDGE IN CALIFORNIA

Milling 
marathon
Just before Labor Day Weekend 2013, a fleet of 16 Wirtgen cold mills – 
including the new W 210 – hustled night and day to prepare the east- and 
west-side approaches to the new Bay Bridge East Span for asphalt paving.
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W 2000 is one of 16 Wirtgen cold mills 
used in tight time frame on Bay 
Bridge East Span tie-in project

With Emeryville, Calif., hotels in distance, new W 210 
of ABSL mills approach to new East Span

L
ong-time Wirtgen customer ABSL Corp., Hayward, Calif., 
labored under an incredibly tight schedule to mill huge 
swaths of the approaches to the new Bay Bridge East 
Span to prepare for the tie-in of existing highways with 

the new structure.
By the time paving began Labor Day weekend, ABSL had 

worked three days and nights nonstop, Wednesday evening 
through Saturday morning, removing approximately 1.1 million sq. 
ft. at depths of 2 to 3 in.

On Tuesday morning, Sept. 3, 2013, the new East Span of 
the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge opened to traffic. Replac-
ing an existing, two-deck, steel truss structure that was deemed 
incapable of being fully upgraded to modern seismic standards, 
the new East Span is the widest bridge in the world, with a total 
deck width of 258 ft., including 10 lanes of roadway, a 15.5-ft.-
wide bike path, and a gap where the central tower supports the 
two bridge deck sections.

The new $6.4 billion bridge also has been honored with the 
title for longest self-anchored suspension span bridge in the world, 
with a length of 2,047 ft.

In advance of its opening, over Labor Day weekend 
Wednesday, Aug. 28 through Sunday, Sept. 1, the Bay Bridge was 
completely closed to traffic. Work was done at the Oakland 
“Touchdown” and toll plazas, and the Yerba Buena Island transi-
tion to the west span of the Bay Bridge. Crews performed milling, 
paving, striping, and erecting barrier rail.

“They have built a new bridge, are closing the old bridge, 
and it’s a great project for us,” said Luis M. Allende, president, 
ABSL Construction, Hayward, Calif. “We’ve been working on 
the project throughout, grinding before and after on approach-



One of nine Wirtgen mills working east side 
approaches on Thursday, Aug. 29
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tributor, is very helpful the same way, and I never have any prob-
lems with parts or support.”

Allende should know; he bought his first Wirtgen mill from 
Reinhard Wirtgen in 1991. “Every year the equipment and service 
get better and better,” he said

 www.wirtgenamerica.com
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es, detours and lane reconfigurations. But this is 
the most important phase, as we have nine 
machines working today [Thursday] on the 
east side, and another three machines on 
the west side, a total of 12 machines at 
one time on one project.” An additional 
two machines onsite meant 14 total 
Wirtgen mills running at times, plus two 
backup Wirtgen mills.

With such a tight schedule, Wirt-
gen cold mills were giving Allende the 
muscle he needed to get the job done on 
time. When visited that Thursday, ABSL had 
three W 210s, two W 2100s, and four W 2000s at 
work on the east side of the span, and two W 2000s and 
three W 120 Fs working on the west side.

“They all are Wirtgen machines, and I’m very proud of 
that,” Allende said. “It’s a great project. Since 8 p.m. Wednesday, 
when we began the project, we already are eight hours ahead of 
schedule, without one breakdown. The operators are doing a 
great job on 12-hour shifts, and they make a great team.”

And Wirtgen America is part of that team, Allende said. 
“Jeff Wiley and Jim McEvoy and the whole staff support me with 
everything I need,” he said. “Nixon-Egli Equipment Co., our dis-

Five cold mills at work at one time on Bay Bridge 
East Span tie-ins, with Yerba Buena Island and 
existing and new spans in distance

“We already are eight hours 
ahead of schedule, without one 
breakdown. the operators are 
doing a great job on 12-hour 
shifts, and they make a great 
team. and Wirtgen america is 

part of that team.”
ABSL’s president Luis Allende (right), with general manager Daryl Vorne
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Painters put finishing touches on LED 
bridge illumination pylons; East Span is 
is the widest bridge in the world, with a 

total deck width of 258 ft.



WIRTGEN: STRINGLESS PAVING IN PENNSYLVANIA

Advantage:
AutoPilot!
A western Pennsylvania contractor is using one of the first Wirtgen AutoPilot 
systems in North America to save time and money placing curbs and curb 
islands in parking lots.

12



A. Folino Construction Inc., Oakmont, Pa., uses its 
new SP 15 slipform paver – equipped with AutoPilot

–  to enable in-house curb-and-gutter capability

Projects + Partners  |   ForUM 27 13

SEE IT!

Booth C6561



I
n October 2013, A. Folino Construction Inc., Oakmont, Pa., 
was using its new SP 15 slipform paver – equipped with Au-
toPilot – to enable curb-and-gutter capability, and was finding 
stringless paving to be a huge cost-cutter for curb construc-

tion in a competitive arena.
AutoPilot™  is a GPS-based system that ensures highest 

precision and optimum efficiency in Wirtgen concrete slipform 
paving, regardless of whether straight profiles or highly complex 
curved paths are being poured.

In suburban Pittsburgh, Folino was constructing a parking 
lot for the $100 million, 74,000-sq.ft. Wexford Medical Mall, sched-
uled to open in September 2014. There, Folino was grading the 
parking lot site, placing 9,000 ft. of slipformed curbs and curb 
islands, then paving between them with over 4,000 tons of asphalt.

“We have all the exterior site concrete work, which includes 
curbs, sidewalks and miscellaneous deck slabs and loading dock 
walls, said Mike McFarland, general superintendent for Folino.

Folino began placing curb-and-gutter in April 2013, and 
acquired the SP 15 at that time. “We had previously used subcon-
tractors for the curb portions of our jobs,” McFarland said. “But 
with curb placement having such an effect on our paving schedule, 
we felt it was something we should move in-house to have better 
control over our schedule.”

Thus the SP 15 is Folino’s first curb-and-gutter machine, 
but its experience with Wirtgen Group equipment gave them con-
fidence in moving forward. “We’ve had great success with all the 
Wirtgen equipment we’ve owned, including Hamm rollers, Vögele 
pavers, and Wirtgen cold milling machines,” McFarland said. 
“We’ve also had great support from Groff Tractor & Equipment, 
Inc., which is outstanding in every way. Any problems we’ve had 
with the new curb machine have been minor, but Groff was on 
them immediately with little-to-no downtime. We can’t say enough 
about the support we get from Groff.”

While the SP 15 can accept molds of other manufacturers, 
so they are not made obsolete by acquisition of an SP 15, Folino 

bought all new Wirtgen molds with the paver. “We bought those 
molds when we bought the SP 15,” he said. “We have an 8 x 18-
in. and 8 x 24-in. combination, a 6 x 18-in., a curb-and-gutter 
mold, and a sidewalk ledge mold which extrudes 8 in. wide, while 
giving you a 6-in. curb with a notch in the back to accept the 
sidewalk that is attached to the curb.”

autoPIlot for strIngless PaVIng
In addition to the SP 15, Folino took the extra step of acquir-

ing the AutoPilot stringless paving system. “We felt we could in-
crease production by not having to have the steps of installing and 
removing stringline on the job, with stakes in harm’s way of our 
grading operation,” McFarland said. “It was the logical choice.”

The proprietary Wirtgen AutoPilot control system gives 
construction companies a distinct competitive edge, as it by-
passes the need to establish a digital terrain model. That’s be-
cause programming is completed by using a “Field Rover” pole to 
capture coordinates or by simply using the jobsite plans. This 
means a surveyor is not required. For course control, two machine 
mounted GPS receivers communicate with an additional GPS ref-
erence station positioned on-site. For precise grade control, a 
laser, ultrasonic sensor or total station is used. The machine con-
trol software is a proprietary Wirtgen development.

So compelling is the AutoPilot that it received the Bauma 
Innovation Award 2013. The jury honored the AutoPilot Field 
Rover in the Machine Components category as a pioneering de-
velopment in road construction.

Even though the SP 15 was the first curb-and-gutter ma-
chine Folino had owned, and the AutoPilot was the first in the 
country, the contractor was undeterred from its purchases. “Our 
confidence in Wirtgen and their support staff, and the great prod-
ucts and support from our local dealership, was such that, even 
though a learning curve was involved, we’d work through it. And 
it’s been working well.”                           

  www.wirtgenamerica.com
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AutoPilot 
control screen

GNSS positioning sensor

Pre-programmed 
profi le confi guration

Rotating 
construction laser

Laser receiver 
for level control

GNSS reference 
station for real-time 

machine control

GNSS satelites for continuous 
transmission of positioning signals

GNSS machine 
heading receiver
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The AutoPilot control screen has 
self-explanatory menu navigation and 
clear graphical visualization of the 
profi les to be paved. It keeps the 
operator informed of current machine 
and system parameters.

aUToPIloT CoNTRol SCReeN

aUToPIloT 
CoNTRol 
SCReeN
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Complement of Hamm smooth-drum tandem rollers teams 
with Vögele Vision 5200-2 and Super 2100-2 pavers, Wirtgen 
W 250i cold mill and Kleemann crusher to rebuild airfield of 
Stewart International Airport near Newburgh, N.Y.
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WIRTGEN GROUP:  COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE LANDS IN HUDSON VALLEY

Sky’s the limit
After a major airfield rehabilitation and terminal expansion through 2015, the sky 
will be the limit for Stewart International Airport north of New York City and the 
airfield contractor doing the work.
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is an FAA spec, the majority of which is 3/8-in. stone with some 
half-inch, and 5 percent liquid asphalt.

“One area is going up 30 in., while other areas only go up 3 
in.,” Egerter said. Everything is being leveled up to -3 in., and then 
a 3-in. top course will be placed. The pavements will exhibit a 1.5 
percent pitch from centerline, and shoulder pitch up to 3 percent.

Asphalt is supplied by an on-site plant and would total 
130,000 tons in 2013, with over 125,000 tons next year, including 
a new taxiway. “This year we were able to shut down 16/34, while 
part of 9/27 was shut down so we could do the intersection of the 
runways,” he added. “This year was harder because we had two 
closures that were 14-day closures, one with 45,000 tons in 14 
days, and the other with 25,000 tons in 14 days.”

The same aggregate mix will be placed on the shoulders, 
but with a warm mix asphalt design incorporating Evotherm warm 
mix modifier.

Wirtgen cold mills were used to remove runway surfaces, 
but due to in-place utilities, dozer and excavators were used to 
remove asphalt and dirt from the shoulders. For the shoulders, 
reclaimed asphalt pavement  (RAP) millings from the runways were 
placed as a 6-in. subbase, which was topped by 4-in. of macadam 
plant mix, ¾-in. stone with PG 64-22 oil. It was topped by 3 in. of 
the warm mix asphalt.

The polymer-modifier main line lifts were stiff, and hard to 
place, Egerter said. “We used a Vögele Super 2100-2 with high 
density compaction at the screed, so the rollers didn’t have to 
work as hard,” he said. “We placed the pavement at 25-ft. widths, 
so were able to work in three pulls on either side of the centerline. 
The screed is heavy enough to perform across the 25 ft. width. 
We’ve used other pavers at that width and have had a hard time 
keeping consistant grade control that wide.”

Out of the paver, Intercounty was getting 86 to 88 percent 

A
ll systems were “go” in 2013 for Tutor Perini Corporation/
Intercounty Paving Associates LLC, a joint venture, as 
it took on the first phase of the $143.5 million renewal 
of the airfield at Stewart International Airport at New-

burgh, N.Y.  Intercounty is responsible for all aspects of the milling, 
paving and recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) on this project.

This significant runway rehabilitation project began in mid-
2013 and will last through May 2015, and the rehabilitation will 
include both runways and several of the taxiways. It’s all part of 
a 10-year, $500 million capital improvement plan by the owner, 
the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, to expand the air-
port, including the major terminal enlargement.

Stewart International Airport is located near Newburgh and 
New Windsor, N.Y., at the intersection of the New York State Thru-
way (I-87) and I-84, and lies about 60 miles north of New York City.

In late 2013 all four product lines of Wirtgen America had 
been used by Intercounty in the reconstruction of the east end of 
Runway 9/27 at its intersection with Runway 16/34. 

Main runway 9/27 is 11,817 ft. long, and crosswind runway 
16/34 is 6,004 ft. long. Both are 150 ft. wide with 35-ft.-wide 
shoulders on each side. In 2011 over 30,000 aircraft operations 
were logged, and in September 2013 its removed location and 
long runways made it the preferred airport for international flights 
bringing world leaders to New York City for the 68th United Na-
tions General Assembly.

260,000 tons of asPhalt

In 2013, Intercounty was renovating the runway asphalt sur-
faces and widening runway shoulders. “We’re also building a new 
high-speed turnoff to allow planes to get off the runway faster,” 
said Jim Egerter, paving superintendent for Intercounty Paving As-
sociates.

In 2013 Intercounty milled one inch off the existing runway 
surface, and replaced that with varying depths of polymer-modi-
fied hot mix asphalt to even out the undulating surface. The mix 

New Wirtgen W 250i profiles runway base course in advance of surface course

Big W 250i is one of eight new W 250i and two 
new W 250 cold mills acquired by Intercounty 
Paving Associates in spring 2013



While Super 2100-2 is used for runway paving, 
Vision 5200-2 paves connectors and tie-ins

compaction with its Vögele TP2 screed, and then three Hamm 
rollers were going to work, an HD+ 140 HF doing breakdown, the 
HD+ 120 HF as an intermediate, and an HD+ 140 VO doing finish 
work. Target compaction spec is 98 percent or better on the mat, 
and 96 on the joint.

All were new in 2013, and were acquired from Wirtgen 
America distributor Edward Ehrbar Inc., Yonkers, N.Y. “We 
demo’ed the rollers before this job so we had a good feeling go-
ing into the project,” Egerter said. “And we purchased the Super 
2100-2 for this job because we either had to use one paver 25 ft. 
wide, or two pavers in echelon centered 12.5 ft.”

A new tracked, 10-ft Vögele Vision 5200-2 paver with VF 
600 front-mounted extending screed also is being used on this 
project. While the Super 2100-2 is engineered as a high-perfor-
mance, international-scale paver, typically used in very heavy 
(thick) and wide lifts and passes, the Vision series was designed 
exclusively for North American use.

MIllIng WIth neW W 250i

One of Intercounty Paving’s new Wirtgen W 250i cold mills 
has done the bulk of the milling, but at one point five Wirtgen W 
250 mills were working for 17 hours straight.

Intercounty can do this because in early 2013 it converted 
its entire inventory of 10 cold mills to an all-Wirtgen fleet. Of the 
mills, two are standard W 250s, and eight are the new Tier 4-in-
terim-compliant W 250i. Of them, four are half-lane, and six are 
full-lane machines.

“The first two W 250s, which came earlier, are Tier 3 tech-

nology,” said distributor Ehrbar’s Patrick Ahearn. “For the subse-
quent order of eight mills, to completely change out the fleet, 
Intercounty wanted to go all-Tier 4-interim, so the rest of the mills 
are W 250i.” 

The Wirtgen W 250 also is being used to fine-tune paved 
profiles. Slow but steady movement with a high drum speed is 
the key.

“They’re taking off the high spots, running multiplex on 
both sides of the machine,” said Frank Lizza, general manager, 
Intercounty Paving Associates. “The pattern is achieved by an 
18-mm drum run at high-speed, which is 2100 rpms,” Lizza said. 
“It’s a slow process, but the benefit is a smooth pattern. It’s not 
exactly the fine-texture pattern, but it’s a much smoother process 
with an 18-mm drum than you normally would have.”

Not only were Wirtgen, Hamm and Vögele equipment used 
this year at Stewart International Airport, but for a while a Klee-
mann Mobirex MR 110 ZS mobile jaw crasher was put to work in 
a demonstration.

The Kleemann was processing demolition concrete result-
ing from the runway expansion. Because the expansion en-
croached on grassy areas, and the state permit required any such 
losses to be replaced, those lost areas were “mitigated” by re-
moval of aging, unused concrete aprons and conversion of that 
space to grassland.

“They took existing concrete infield areas and converted 
them to grass,” Egerter said. “We also will have to use recycled 
concrete aggregate in the new taxiways and runway pavements, not 
millings. So we crushed and stockpiled it.” In addition, millings 
from the project are being reused as runway shoulder base.

Projects + Partners  |   ForUM 27 19
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Super 2100-2 paving 25-ft. wide enables 
Intercounty to place 150-ft.-wide runway 
pavements in just six ‘pulls’

Kleemann Mobirex MR 110 ZS mobile 
jaw crusher reduces remains of 

demolished concrete aprons; recycled 
concrete aggregate (RCA) would be 

reused in pavements



conVersIon to all-WIrtgen fleet

The complete turnover of Intercounty Paving’s cold mill 
fleet to an all-Wirtgen fleet was the result of two years of com-
munications between distributor Ehrbar and Intercounty, capped 
by a visit to Wirtgen Group manufacturing plants.

“We set up a fact-finding tour which included five of our 
staff and Wirtgen America staff,” Lizza said. “We visited Betek, 
Wirtgen’s cutting tool supplier; Vögele, where we saw pavers be-
ing manufactured; and we ended at the Wirtgen plant, where we 
saw cold mills being made.”

While Intercounty had owned Hamm rollers and Wirtgen 
reclaimer/recyclers and smaller mills, it had no other experience 
with other Wirtgen Group products. “What struck us was the 
amount of research and design sophistication that we saw,” Lizza 
said. “A picture is like a thousand words, and when you can sit 
there and touch the equipment, it becomes like a million words.”

“Their research and development was phenomenal,” said 
Joe LaPlaca, Intercounty Paving’s superintendent of milling. “Ev-
ery milling machine that Wirtgen manufactures undergoes side-
by-side tests, from fuel consumption, oil consumption, all the way 
to tooth consumption. They also gave us spread sheets that al-
lowed us to enter job parameters, and determine what the drum 
speed should be, how many feet per minute you should be going 
through. We were never unhappy with our existing line of cold 
mills. But Wirtgen offered different options and capabilities that 
help us garner more efficiency and performance.”

The miserly fuel consumption of Wirtgen mills was a revela-
tion to LaPlaca. “They started talking about fuel consumption and 
savings,” he said. “The numbers they were giving us at that time 
were staggering. I thought there is no way you can save that kind 
of fuel. But they gave us the numbers in black and white. So I 
thought maybe we needed to give it a try.

“So we got the first W 250 with 7-ft., 2-in. cutter, and we 
used it on our first job this season, and we’re cutting shoulders 
with it, while doing main line with our existing 12-ft. mill,” LaPlaca 
said. “We were getting an average savings of 70 gal. per 
night versus our other 7-ft machine, about 50 percent 
savings. It was a staggering number, even more than we 
heard at the sessions.”

suPer serIes PaVer

An epiphany on the part of Lizza during the Wirtgen Group 
tour led to the purchase of the Super 2100-2 and Vision pavers. 
Even as the group toured the plants, Intercounty already had bid 
the Stewart project. “We really had not been thinking about pavers 
on the trip. We had been talking about pavers in classroom set-
tings, and went on the plant tour.

“But while we sat in the area where finished equipment is 
loaded out, I saw a 40-ft. solid screed sitting there,” Lizza said. “I 
realized a 25-ft. screed would be a great thing to have for the 
Stewart project, as we could pave the runway in six pulls with a 
single machine, rather than two pavers and two crews. When we 
got back we reviewed our calculations and set up a demo at JFK 
where we ran a Super 2100-2 all day. We acquired a Super 2100-
2 soon after.”

Lizza said using a single 2100 could cut quality control 
costs as well. “It allows us to eliminate half the longitudinal joints 
on the job, and half the testing at the same time,” Lizza said. “It 
was a good idea from the point of quality control, as well as man 
hours. While the paver cost more than other pavers, the size of 
this job – 260,000 tons through next year – makes it feasible.”

Compaction at the screed also helps Intercounty cut roller 
costs. “On this job we would have used four rollers, and we want-
ed to cut to two,” Lizza said. “For our own quality control we 
stayed at three. But we still are realizing savings there.”

Now, with its tested inventory of products from Wirtgen 
Group, Intercounty Paving is well positioned to tackle future proj-
ects in the Empire State and elsewhere in the Northeast.

“We look at our use of this new equipment here as training for 
projects to come,” Lizza said. “We are looking to stay with this kind 
of work, and these tools and equipment will help us perfect our op-
erations and keep us at the forefront of contractors in this industry.”

 www.wirtgenamerica.com

“We were getting an average 
savings of 70 gal. per night 
versus our other 7-ft 
machine, about 50 percent 
savings. It was a staggering 
number, even more than we 
heard at the sessions.”
Intercounty supervisor of milling Joe LaPlaca (left), with operator 
Bob Goedeke, and sidemen  Mark Nunn and Mike Lida
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VÖGELE: VISION 5200-2 PAVER IN KANSAS

Vision paver 
wins awards
Last season, a Vögele Vision 5200-2 paver owned by the APAC Kansas Inc. - Shears 
Division, Salina Branch – an Oldcastle Materials Company – in central Kansas helped 
the branch win multiple performance awards only weeks after being acquired.

The award winning pavements were made possible by 
skilled crews working on a 10-ft. track Vision paver



APAC-Kansas Salina Branch had never owned a Vögele 
paver before, so a Vision paver demonstration by distributor Mur-
phy Tractor & Equipment Company, Wichita, KS. was essential.

“Following the demo it was obvious from the get-go how 
much better the machine was than what we’ve run in the past,” 
Commerford said. “I’ve run green machines, yellow machines and 
gray machines. And after three days of demonstration I knew it 
was the paver to have.”

That Vision 5200-2 was purchased, delivered, rolled off the 
low boy, and the next day taken to an eight-day, 22,000-ton pav-
ing job, Commerford said. Hands-on orientation by sales staff took 
a half day. “After that, they enjoyed two-and-a-half days of sitting 
back and watching us go, because the Vision paver is so user 
friendly and easy to operate,” he added. “Our guys took it and ran 
with it.”

Productivity is key for paving contractors, and the Vision 
paver is key to productivity. “The more you get done, the easier it 
is to run a machine,” said Vern G. Hopkins, vice president, APAC-
Kansas’ Salina Branch. “That you are able to set the paver and go 
makes a big difference, for example, when you are doing variable 
widths. One reason we bought the paver was that we wanted the 
front-mounted screed. It’s a real tool for production, and the more 
production you get, the more money you make.”

The Vision paver is one of 20-plus pavers among eight 
branches of APAC-Kansas, but to Commerford and his crew, it’s 
the only one to use.

“The accessibility and ease of using the electronics ap-
pealed to us,” Commerford said. “We’ve never seen anything where 
you can walk alongside the machine and operate the screed con-
trols with one hand. And the paver operator’s vision and accessibil-
ity to his controls are by far like nothing we’ve ever seen before.”

“The sophisticated controls are easy to learn,” said Tom 
Menzer, Wirtgen product specialist for Murphy Tractor. “At start 
they may be overwhelming to look at, but in a day the crew had it 
down.”

 www.wirtgenamerica.com
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T
he Kansas Asphalt Pavement Association presented its 
first place, 2012 Unique Paving Award to APAC Kansas’ 
Shears division Salina Branch for outstanding construc-
tion of quality hot mix asphalt pavements for its work on 

the Kansas Highway Patrol’s Practice Track in Salina.
KAPA also presented the Shears division Salina branch its 

first place 2012 Full-Depth Paving Award for outstanding con-
struction in quality HMA pavements for its work on Water Well 
Road at Ohio Street in Saline County.

The award winning pavements were made possible by skilled 
crews working on a 10-ft. tracked Vision paver. While that’s not 
unusual, what is different is that the paver had been owned less 
than three months prior to placement of the winning pavements.

“Is it unique for a company to win two paving awards with 
very limited exposure to a machine?” said Shawn Commerford, 
construction manager of APAC-Kansas Inc.’s Shears division in 
Salina, Kan. “Yes, it is. It says a lot about our people and the 
machine itself. Our people know what they are doing, but the ma-
chine obviously is built correctly.”

APAC crews from the Salina branch executed the highway 
patrol test track work on Sept. 20, 2012. It was constituted of 
9,300 tons of RAP base, 5,812 tons of 4-in. base course, and 3,487 
tons of 1.5-in. friction course.

“We did the Figure 8 test track barely three months after 
purchasing the Vision paver,” Commerford said. “Using a brand 
new machine, we were able to pave figure eights with multiple 
super elevated curves in it that led out into a 10,000-ton square 
parking lot. We went right from the figure eights to the parking lot, 
with minimal adjustments, and you can’t tell the difference be-
tween the parking lot and the track.”

For the full-depth award, not two weeks after the highway 
patrol track, Salina Branch placed 7,600 tons of 4-in. warm mix 
asphalt containing 50 percent RAP, and topped it with 2,500 tons 
of 2-in. warm mix containing 25 percent RAP.

“You have two projects that won awards the same year, 
close to the same tonnage, but completely different,” Commerford 
said. “This just shows how versatile our paver is.”

A Hamm HD+ 140 VV HF owned by APAC-Kansas Shears 
division Hays Branch is a real miser when it comes to fuel use, reports 
Randy Hattesohl, Hays branch manager.

That’s the result of a rigorous fuel consumption study be-
tween the HD+ roller and a same-sized tandem roller done by the 
branch during the 2012 season, in which during the course of a year, 
the branch documented a 50 percent savings in fuel consumption.

“Last year we were running the competing roller and the 
Hamm roller side-by-side on the same jobs as breakdown rollers,” 
Hattesohl said. “At the end of 2012 they were within 10 hours of 
each other, always on the same highway paving jobs. They would 
start and end at the same times, and run at the same speeds all 
day long. We found our fuel usage on the Hamm was just right at 
half of the other roller’s.”

Hamm: HD+ RolleR SaVeS FUel

Fuel Miser



KLEEMANN: DEMOLITION MATERIALS RECYCING IN ARIZONA

Concrete 
solution

24

New Kleemann Mobirex MR 130 ZS mobile 
impact crusher with secondary screen 
became operational in summer 2013
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A new mobile impact crusher with self-contained screen from 
Kleemann is enabling an Arizona contractor to leverage 
his demolition concrete and reclaimed asphalt 
pavement into a saleable product.



I
n addition to crushing his own demolition concrete, he’s able 
to generate tipping fees from other contractors as they bring 
recycle material to his Phoenix-area plant.

And he’s doing it all with a single, new Kleemann Mo-
birex MR 130 ZS mobile impact crusher with secondary screen, 
which became operational in summer 2013.

“Recycling is something we’ve worked with for decades,” 
said Jerry Buesing, president and CEO, Buesing Corp. “We re-
spected and bought products such as recycled concrete aggregate 
[RCA] and reclaimed asphalt pavement [RAP] principally because 
of the cost, but also the difference in the weight of the materials 
compared to virgin aggregate – and the ability to lay down and pave 
on it – is much better than a lot of natural aggregates.”

That’s because the percent of fractured faces of crushed, 
recycled products is higher than for many virgin aggregates, de-
pending on the availability. “Many local governments and agencies 
specify a certain percentage of fracture,” Buesing said. “Most of the 
aggregate sources here can meet that fracture spec, but not all, and 
barely meeting the fracture spec results in an unstable base mate-
rial; you will have to keep it very wet to get on and pave it. But when 
you put down crushed concrete and grade it, it’s there to stay.”

concrete recyclIng facIlIty

Buesing operates its concrete recycling facility on an unin-
corporated 10-acre site within Chandler, convenient to major free-
ways. While it principally recycles demolition concrete, it also 
accepts RAP for processing.

Buesing estimates he will process 100,000 tons of RAP each 
year, and over 300,000 tons of RCA in a banner year. Trucks haul 

material to large stockpiles, which are reshaped by front-end loaders 
and excavators as they provide raw feed for the Kleemann impactor.

While Buesing crushes his own demolition concrete, the 
majority of the concrete recycle feed comes from other sources, 
Buesing said. “We reuse the material in our own construction when 
feasible; otherwise we sell it,” he said. “We have many customers, 
from the mom-and-pops to major contractors. We quote the ma-
terials delivered out of there to other contractors, and will deliver 
them F.O.B. to the job site. The smaller contractors will come in 
with pickup trucks or trailer and haul the material away.”

The RCA is used for driveways, parking lots, pipe bedding 
and bases of all kinds. From RAP, typically Buesing will produce a 
half-inch rock that can be incorporated into asphalt mix that it sells.

“RAP has not been as well accepted in the Phoenix area as 
it is elsewhere in the country,” Buesing said. “It’s used primarily 
as base aggregate, but also as an inexpensive surfacing for park-
ing lots. If it’s treated, it will portray the same properties as hot 
mix asphalt pavement. It won’t be as smooth, and will be more 
easily eroded, but it does a pretty good job at it while being fairly 
dust-free.”

RCA base material that meets spec typically will be 1.25-in. 
minus size, and that’s been Buesing’s mainstay. “We can do up-
grading of the plant to produce even concrete aggregate, as it’s 
normally clean enough if screened,” Buesing said.

And he’s looking forward to producing additional sizes of 
aggregate with the new Kleemann Mobirex crusher. “With this 
machine we are planning on getting more aggressive in producing 
other products, and see if we can’t up-market those, so rather 
than getting $5 or $6 a ton, we could get $8, $9 or $10 dollars,” 
Buesing said. 

Positive overpressure keeps dust and 
dirt out of Kleemann control panels
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Buesing rarely encounters alkali-silica reactivity compro-
mised concrete, he said. “One way of fighting that is in the way 
your handle your input into the plant,” Buesing said. “All of our 
loads are inspected when they come in. Garbage in, garbage out. 
We do our best to inspect loads; we’ve sent trucks out to landfills 
so that it stays out of our plant. We also use a belt picker when 
we have any problems, but tightening up on dumping helps the 
most. Our guys have done a great job on this.”

The Kleemann MR 130 ZS EVO replaced a dual impact 
crusher set-up with 14 x 13 and 13 x 13 crushers. “I was im-
pressed with the Kleemann machines, with the way they were 
assembled and put together,” Buesing said. “I’ve been around 
equipment long enough to tell what it’s going to give you by how 
it’s built. Kleemann does an excellent job in the build, right on 
through the paint process.”

That being said, the versatility of the Kleemann product was 
of paramount importance to Buesing. “The plant that we had was 
a stationary plant on wheels, and it took 12 loads to move it some-
where,” Buesing said. “The MR 130 gives us portability and mobil-
ity. We probably can produce as much or more with this one ma-
chine than we could with our two previous machines, with a fuel 
savings as well.”

Buesing’s Kleemann Mobirex MR 130 ZS mobile impact 
crusher was on display at World of Concrete 2013 in Las Vegas, 
and was sold by Road Machinery, LLC, Phoenix.

After in-place reclamation, reclaimed base will be 
compacted with roller and shaped with a grader.
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After in-place reclamation, reclaimed base will be 
compacted with roller and shaped with a grader.

MoBIreX IMPact crushers

Mobirex impact crushers with integrated secondary screens 
like Buesing’s MR 130 ZS EVO are ideal for producing large vol-
umes of screened or “fractionated” RAP or RCA on a relatively 
small footprint in the plant and outstanding fuel economy.

Mobirex impactors are especially suited for RAP because 
they break up chunks of asphalt pavement or agglomerations of 
RAP, rather than downsize the aggregate gradation, while com-
pression-type crushers such as jaws and cones can clog due to 
packing (caking) of RAP when the RAP is warm or wet.

Contaminants such as soil are part of processing demolition 
concrete. Kleemann’s impact and jaw crushers – with their inte-
grated, independent prescreens removing dirt and fines before 
they ever enter the crushing circuit – reduce equipment wear, save 
fuel, and with some customers, create a salable fill byproduct.

Also important for recycling, Kleemann’s lined, heavy duty 
vibrating feeder below the crusher eliminates belt wear from rebar 
or dowel or tie bar damage. With the Kleemann design, the feed-
er below the crusher – not the belt – absorbs impact of rebar 
dropping through the crusher.

Their efficient, high-performance rebar magnet with maxi-
mum discharge capacity can be hydraulically lifted or lowered by 
means of remote control, providing more clearance for larger 
sizes of rebar if present.

The new, highly efficient flow concept of the EVO models 
eliminates all restriction to the flow of the material throughout the 
entire plant. With this Continuous Feed System (CFS), each step 
the material goes through in the plant is wider than the diameter 
of the one before it, eliminating choke or wear points. The CFS 
also keeps a choke feed to the crusher, eliminating stops/starts 
of the feed system, which improves production, material shape 
and wear.

 www.wirtgenamerica.com

Recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) base material that meets spec 
typically will be 1.25-in. minus size, and that’s been Buesing’s mainstay
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WIRTGEN & VÖGELE: IN-PLACE RECYCLING WORKSHOP IN ILLINOIS

‘In-place’
 in-depth
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A highlight was a field demonstration of those processes, 
held on a little-used pavement adjacent to O’Hare International Air-
port. There, Dunn Company demonstrated cold in-place recycling.

For the cold in-place recycling demonstration, an engi-
neered polymer-modified asphalt emulsion from Indianapolis-
based Asphalt Materials Inc. was fed from tanker truck into Dunn’s 
Wirtgen 3800 CR, which mixed the emulsion with milled reclaimed 
asphalt pavement (RAP) cut off the road.

Instead of using a screed mounted at the rear of the 3800 
CR, Dunn placed the cold recycled RAP into a Vögele Vision 5100-
2 paver using a rear-mounted conveyor, and the paver laid the cold 
mix in advance of compaction with a tandem smooth drum vibra-
tory roller. The recycled pavement then was overlaid with slurry 
seal, also part of the demonstration.

 www.wirtgenamerica.com

Nearly 100 stakeholders in the pavement preservation com-
munity enjoyed the Midwestern States Regional In-Place 
Recycling Conference held in suburban Chicago Sept. 

10-12. Long-time Wirtgen America Inc. customer Dunn Company 
and Wirtgen America were co-sponsors.

Sponsored by the Asphalt Recycling & Reclaiming Asso-
ciation (ARRA) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
and administered by the National Center for Pavement Preserva-
tion, the event tackled cold in-place recycling, full-depth reclama-
tion, and hot in-place recycling processes.

At ARRA/FHWA In-Place Recycling Workshop in September, 
Dunn Company mills and creates cold-recycled RAP mix in 
Wirtgen 3800 CR  and places into Vögele Vision 5100-2 
paver using a “rear-mounted conveyor”



WIRTGEN GROUP: TRADE SHOWS/NEW EQUIPMENT INTRODUCTIONS 2014
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The ‘i’s’ have it!
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New Tier 4 interim-compliant equipment from Wirtgen 
Group featuring intelligent technology – designated 
“i-series” models – will dominate the 41-machine exhibit 
at Conexpo-Con/Agg in Las Vegas March 4-8, 2014.

Wirtgen America’s Conexpo-Con/Agg 2014 exhibit will 
feature i-series machines such as the Wirtgen W 250i, Vögele 
Vision 5203-2i asphalt paver, and Hamm HD+ 90i VV smooth-

drum tandem roller, shown here at work in North America

The ‘i’s’ have it!

SEE IT!

CENTRAL HALL • BOOTH 51
02

1
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and the exciting new H 25i VC, a single-drum vibrating compactor 
outfitted with specially designed bits that will shatter concrete 
more efficiently than special-purpose concrete breakers.

haMM tanDeM i-serIes

New HD+ tandem rollers this year include the HD+ 70i 
weighing 7 mt, the HD+ 80i weighing 8 mt, and the HD+ 90i weigh-
ing 9 mt. All are available as vibration (VV), oscillation (VO) and 
drum/rubber tire (VT) models, plus a split-drum version (VV-S).

Hamm’s exclusive Hammtronic machine management sys-
tem now is included as a standard feature. The 74 hp engines used 
in the HD+ 70i and HD+ 80i, and the 114 hp engine in the HD+ 90i, 
already comply with the requirements of the forthcoming even-
more-stringent Tier 4 final exhaust gas regulations that take effect 
in 2014.

Other HD+ i tandem roller models forthcoming for North 
America include the HD+ 110i VV (vibration only), and HD+ 120i 
VO and HD+ 140i VO (vibration and oscillation).

On display at Conexpo will be the Hamm HD+ 70i VT, com-
bining smooth drum with pneumatic tires; the HD+ 110i VO Oscil-
lation roller; the HD+ 120i VV HF, a high-frequency roller; and HD+ 
140i VV, with vibration in each drum. Also displayed will be Hamm’s 
complete Compact Line of smaller rollers, including the innovative 
HD 12 VO, for the first time featuring Oscillation compaction in a 
downsized roller.

The new GRW 280i series of pneumatic compactors from 
Hamm will be seen at Conexpo and updates the popular pneu-
matic roller line with subtle design changes, and new engines 
complying with EPA Tier 4i emissions controls.

While each model can be acquired in its own weight, the 
revised ballast compartment allows users to vary the operating 

W
irtgen America will occupy the 39,600-sq. ft. stand 
No. 51021 in the Central Hall of the Las Vegas Con-
vention Center. There it will display new asphalt 
pavers of all sizes from Vögele, concrete slipform 

pavers, cold mills and recyclers from Wirtgen, and asphalt and 
soil compactors from Hamm, all i-series machines. Two new mo-
bile jaw crushers and two new Tier 4 interim-compliant impact 
crushers from Kleemann also will be introduced.

Vögele i-serIes PaVers

New 10-ft. and 8-ft. Vögele Vision i-series pavers represent 
the next generation of eco-friendly Vision pavers for the 21st cen-
tury, and will be exhibited for the first time at Conexpo-Con/Agg 
in March.

The 10-ft. tracked Vision 5200-2i and wheeled Vision 5203-
2i pavers are new to Conexpo and are designed especially for the 
requirements of the North American market. These versatile pavers 
are suitable for urban applications, as well as for highway, airport 
and commercial work. In 2014 they’re being joined by the new 8-ft. 
tracked Vision 5100-2i and wheeled Vision 5103-2i pavers.

The tracked Vision 5200-2i has a maximum paving width 
of 28 ft., with a maximum laydown rate of 1,300 tph, and a trans-
port width of 10 ft., while the wheeled 5203-2i has a maximum 
paving width of 25 ft., 6 in., with the same maximum laydown rate 
of 1,300 tph, and transport width of 10 ft.

New asphalt pavers on display at Conexpo will include the 
new Vision 5203-2i with VF 600 front-mounted screed; the 8-ft. 
Vision 5100-2i with VF 500 screed; the Vision 5200-2i with VR 600 
rear-mount screed; and the Super 1300-3i with AB 340 TV com-
pacting screed. The big new Super 2100-3i with AB 600 TP2 Plus 
screed will be served by a Wirtgen 3800 CR recycler, simulating 
cold in-place recycling. Another highlight will be a Vision 5200-2i 
with AB 600 TV screed being fed by Vögele’s new material transfer 
vehicle for North America, the Vision MT 3000-2i Power Feeder.

full h i-serIes here toDay

From the phosphate mines of central Florida, to construc-
tion sites from coast to coast, Hamm’s “earthshaking” new full 
line of technically advanced, Tier 4 interim emissions-compliant 
H-series of soil compactors is making waves in North America. At 
Conexpo-Con/Agg they’ll be joined by Hamm’s all-new HD+ i-
series of tandem smooth-drum asphalt compactors, and the new 
GRW 280i series of different-weighted pneumatic rollers.

First seen as a prototype at Conexpo-Con/Agg 2011, the 
43,383-lb., 84-in.-wide H 20i earned its place as a leader in the 
dirt roller market, and led the way for its six-cylinder brother ma-
chines, the 41,310-lb., H 18i, and the 54,077-lb. H 25i.

Now the four-cylinder, 25,434-lb. H 11i, 28,863-lb. H 13i, 
and 35,610-lb. H 16i soil compactors are in stock and available 
for North America. In addition to the standard smooth drum mod-
els, all H-series compactors are available in padfoot (“P”) con-
figurations, and the H 13i VIO combines conventional vibration 
with exclusive Hamm Oscillation compaction in a single drum.

Exhibited in March will be the H 20i with cab, the H 13i VIO, 



Wirtgen W 210i mills on Merritt Island, Fla. and will 
be among 41 Wirtgen Group models at Conexpo
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Vision 5203-2i paver places 
bituminous pavement in Ft. 

Myers, Fla., and will be shown 
at Conexpo-Con/Agg 2014

The 43,383-lb., 84-in.-wide H 20i led the 
way for its six-cylinder brother machines, 
the 41,310-lb., H 18i, and the 54,077-lb. H 

25i, all now available in North America

weight even more easily and flexibly than before. 
New technical details include prefitting for its high-
speed tire inflation system. A standard oil service 
valve for lossless oil change ensures improved envi-
ronmental protection.

neW i-serIes froM WIrtgen

Wirtgen’s i-series asphalt recycling machines 
on exhibit at Conexpo-Con/Agg will include the W 
120 Fi and W 150i cold mills; W 210i with dual diesel 
engines; and the king of Wirtgen cold mills, the even 
larger W 250i. On special display will be the W 200 
Hi, an innovative cold mill with hydraulic drum drive 
instead of conventional belt drive. The aforemen-
tioned 3800 CR will be joined by the WR 250 and WR 
240i recycler/reclaimers.

The new SP80i series of full-lane slipform 
concrete pavers will be represented by the SP 84i 
displayed with a 20-ft. paving width, and the new SP 
15i and SP 25i slipform pavers.

Not designated i-machines, but also Tier 4 
interim-compliant, will be the MR 110 ZS EVO II and 
MR 130 Z EVO II mobile impact crushers from Klee-
mann. Joining them on display will be the new MC 
110 R EVO and MC 110 Z EVO mobile jaw crushers.

 www.wirtgenamerica.com



WIRTGEN AMERICA: CHARITY GOLF CLASSIC

Hole in one!
A sold-out Wirtgen America Charity Golf Classic sets a new funding record.

34

I
n October the 7th annual Wirtgen America Charity Golf Clas-
sic sold out its complement of 50 teams, resulting in a record 
amount raised for charity of over $126,000, up 20 percent 
from 2012. 

The Golf Classic began Sunday evening, Oct 13, with a 
kickoff reception at the Silver Dollar Saloon in downtown Nashville, 
with a silent and live auction. Celebrity host was famed Country 
artist Tracy Lawrence, who performed Sunday evening.

Tracy Lawrence is one of the most 
recognizable voices in Country music, 
with huge hits like Paint Me a Bir-
mingham, Time Marches On, Alibis, 
and Find Out Who Your Friends 
Are. The entertainer has charted 
21 songs on the Billboard Top Ten 
lists, with 18 No. 1 singles, selling 
over 13 million albums. The Golf 
Classic is fortunate to have Law-
rence for a five-year commitment as 
host.

The next day the teams played at the Hermitage Golf 
Course, a splendid location that incorporates two separate cours-
es, the General’s Retreat, and the President’s Reserve.

34

Proceeds benefited the T.J. Martell Foundation, a national 
non-profit organization that supports innovative research to fight 
leukemia, cancer and AIDS through six top research hospitals in 
the United States. In Nashville, the foundation annually supports 
cancer research at the Frances Williams Preston Laboratories at 
the Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center.

This year’s sponsors of the event included Presenting 
Sponsor Cumberland Hospitality Group, Bank of the West, Crich-
ton Group, ICON Specialized Transport, First Tennessee Bank, 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Signature Transportation, Hatec 
International, Inc., Deutsche Leasing, Cooper Equipment Co., 
Custom Advertising, Tractor & Equipment Company, and Murphy 
Tractor & Equipment Company.

The 8th annual Wirtgen America Charity Golf Classic is 
scheduled for Oct. 5-6, 2014 at the Hermitage Golf Course. A 
kickoff reception will be held the evening of Oct. 5, followed by a 
1 p.m. shotgun start Oct. 6. For more information, or to hear about 
sponsor opportunities, please contact Wirtgen America inside 
sales manager Sandy Draper at (615) 501-0600.

Tracy Lawrence with his team: (left to right)                                                          
Clay Weems, Tracy Lawrence, Mike Williams and Alex Torrez

Tracy Lawrence is one of the most 
recognizable voices in Country music, 

Paint Me a Bir-
mingham, Time Marches On, Alibis, 

Classic is fortunate to have Law-
rence for a five-year commitment as 

Presenting Sponsor Cumberland Hospitality Team:  (left to right)                                 
Mark Smith, Terry Crotzer, Barrett Hobbs and Blake Freeman
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Wirtgen SP 15i,
AutoPilot at
World of Concrete

The Wirtgen AutoPilot™ – an innovative stringless control 
system for use with Wirtgen SP 15i concrete slipform pavers – will 
be shown at World of Concrete 2014, Jan. 21-24 at the Las Vegas 
Convention Center.

AutoPilot is a user-friendly, cost-effective control system 
for poured-in-place concrete profiles, such as curbs, safety bar-
riers or slabs. Wirtgen America will show AutoPilot on an SP 15i 
at its stand No. C6148 in the Central Hall.

The Wirtgen SP 15i concrete slipform paver has a maximum 
paving width of  6 ft., maximum barrier/parapet placement height 
of 4 ft., 3 in., and weighs 28,500 lb.

AutoPilot  is a GPS-based system that ensures highest 
precision and optimum efficiency in slipform paving, regardless of 
whether straight profiles or highly complex curved paths are being 
poured

The proprietary Wirtgen AutoPilot control system gives 
construction companies a distinct competitive edge, as it by-
passes the need to establish a digital terrain model. That’s be-
cause programming is completed by using a rover pole to capture 
coordinates or by simply using the jobsite plans. This means a 
surveyor is not required. 

The AutoPilot system utilizes a computer integrated in the 
machine, as well as a control panel that allows intuitive operation. 
For course control, two machine-mounted GPS receivers com-
municate with an additional GPS reference station positioned on-
site. For precise grade control, a laser, ultrasonic sensor or total 
station is used. The machine control software is a proprietary 
Wirtgen development.

See the SP 15i with exclusive AutoPilot stringless control 
at World of Concrete 2014 at Wirtgen America’s 1,600 sq. ft. stand 
C6148 in the Central Hall of the Las Vegas Convention Center.

Wirtgen Group
will display 41 machines
at Conexpo in March

Continuing a tradition of strong expo-
sure at North America’s largest construc-
tion equipment exposition, Wirtgen Group 
will display 41 machines – most of them 
new i-series products – at Conexpo-
Con/Agg in Las Vegas March 4-8, 2014.

Wirtgen America will occupy the 
39,600-sq. ft. stand No. 51021 in the Cen-
tral Hall of the Las Vegas Convention Cen-
ter. There it will display new asphalt pavers of 
all sizes from Vögele, concrete slipform pavers, cold mills and re-
cyclers from Wirtgen, and asphalt and soil compactors from Hamm.

New Tier 4 interim-compliant equipment from Wirtgen 
Group featuring intelligent technology – designated “i-series” 
models – will dominate the 41-machine exhibit at Conexpo (see 
article on preceding pages).

Of note will be the big new Super 2100-3i with AB 600 TP2 
Plus screed, successor to the Super 2100-2. It will be displayed 
being fed by a Wirtgen 3800 CR recycler, simulating cold in-place 
recycling. Another highlight will be a Vision 5200-2i with AB 600 
TV screed being fed by Vögele’s new material transfer vehicle for 
North America, the Vision MT 3000-2i Power Feeder.

Hamm’s new H i-series of soil compactors will be displayed, 
but with a twist: the exciting new H 25i VC – a single-drum vibrat-
ing compactor outfitted with specially designed teeth that will 
break concrete more effectively than special-purpose guillotine, 
“finger” or ultrasonic concrete breakers – will be shown.

Among the new Hamm tandem smooth-drum compactors on 
display, the new Compact Line HD 12 VO features both Oscillation 
and vibration compaction for the first time in a downsized roller.

Wirtgen’s largest cold mill, the new Tier 4 interim-compliant 
W 250i will be shown. It will be accompanied by the very special 
W 200 Hi, an innovative cold mill with hydraulic drum drive instead 
of conventional belt drive.

Kleemann will introduce four new products at Conexpo-
Con/Agg. Two new crushers first seen at Bauma 2013 in Munich 
– the MC 110 R EVO and MC 110 Z EVO mobile jaw crushers – will 
be introduced to North America. Joining them on the stand will be 
two new Tier 4 interim-compliant impact crushers from Kleemann, 
the MR 110 ZS EVO II and MR 130 Z EVO II, the Roman numeral 
II indicating Tier 4 final-compliant products.

The indoor stand will include a classic perimeter header and 
600 lights. A multilevel pavilion on a 2,800 sq. ft. footprint will 
contain five meeting rooms, fan shop with Wirtgen Group-brand-
ed products, and a hospitality area in which to host friends of 
Wirtgen America.

World of Concrete

SEE IT!

Booth C6561

SEE IT!
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5 Years: Richard Brown, Steven Ricke, 
Michael McKin, James “Boo” 
Meridieth, Kristen Travis, 
Michael Wilkes 

10 Years: Todd Grosse, Stephen Daigh, 
Glenn Stewart 

15 Years: Gerd Warnatzsch 
20 Years: Richard Evans

oUR PeoPle

Wirtgen America would like to recognize the following 
employees for their years of service. Thank you for your 
dedication.

Service Awards
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